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Elementary proofs are given for a result of J. Geronimo and K. M. Case 
concerning the discrete spectrum of measures corresponding to orthogonal 
polynomials defined by a recerrence relation. 
Let p,(x) = ynxn + . . . , y, > 0, n = 0, l,..., be a sequence of orthonor- 
malized polynomials with respect to some positive measure da acting on the 
real line and having infinite support. Then the polynomials p,(x) satisfy the 
recurrence relation 
XP,-I(X) = yp.(x)+a,-,p,-,(x)-t? n , P,-2(x) (1) 
n 
for n = 1, 2,..., where p-r(x) = 0 and p&x) = yO. The corresponding manic 
polynomials P,(x) = 7;’ p,(x) can be defined by 
xP,-I(x)=P,(x)+a,-,P,-,(x)+~,P,-,(x), (2) 
n = 1, 2,..., P-,(x) s 0, P,,(x) = 1 and 1, = yi-,/yi-, . 
By a result of J. Favard [4] there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between polynomials defined either by (1) or by (2) and positive measures 
da with (da = 1, provided that the corresponding moment problem has a 
unique solution. It has been shown by 0. Blumenthal [l] that if the 
polynomials p,(x) are orthogonal with respect to da and satisfy (1) with 
lim 01, = 0 
“-a 
and 
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then [-1, 1 ] c supp(da) and supp(da)\[-1, 1 ] is a bounded and discrete set 
having at most two points of accumulation, namely, - 1 and 1. 
Because of several physical applications, recently much attention has been 
paid to orthogonal polynomials defined by recurrence relations. In particular. 
it has been proved in [7, Theorem 7.401 that if 
then da can be written in the form 
da(X) = W(X) dX + f Eia(X - ti)* 
i=l 
where w  is a positive continuous function on (-1, 1) and ti @ (-1, 1). Since 
it is important to know whether da has finitely or infinitely many point 
masses, the following recent result of J. Geronimo and K. M. Case [6] is of 
great significance. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
g n IanI+ --- 
( I 
Yn-I 1 < o. 
n=1 Y, 2 I) * 
Then supp(da) contains at most finitely many points on the complement of 
[-1, I], and a is continuous at f 1. Here 
.x+0 
a(x) = 1 da(t). 
cc 
Geronimo and Case proved their result using a highly sophisticated and 
rather complicated argument. The purpose of the present paper is to give two 
elementary proofs of Theorem 1. Our first proof uses the chain sequence 
method. The second proof is based on some inequalities following from (1) 
when applied with x = 1. The feature of the second proof is that it does not 
require the introduction of other solutions of (1 ), which is the essence of both 
the Geronimo-Case and our first proof. 
Our first proof is based on chain sequences and their relation to (2). We 
write 
fl,(-y) = A+ I/b- - an-,)(x - a,). 
Now let {P~“(x)},“~ denote the sequence of orthogonal polynomials defined 
by (2) after replacing a,_ 1 and 1, by an+k- 1 and Anckr respectively. A 
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necessary and suffkient condition for the true interval of orthogonality of 
{P~k’(x)}~I, to be a subset of [-1, co) is a, > -1 for n >k and 
vn(-l>t~~k+, is a chain sequence [ 2, Theorem 11. Under these conditions, 
supp(da) contains at most k points smaller than -1 [2, Lemma 71. 
Similarly, if CY,, < 1 for n > M and if (Q,( 1 )}F!,+ , is a chain sequence, 
then supp(da) contains at most m points larger than 1. 
Conversely, if supp(da) has only finitely many points outside [-1, 11, then 
there is an N such that ]a,] < 1 for n >N and (G’,(+l)}~=,,+, is a chain 
sequence [ 3, Theorem 11. 
Thus, if Ia,1 < 1 for almost all n, then a necessary and sufficient condition 
for supp(da) to contain finitely many points outside [-1, 1 ] is that 
(fl,,(k l)}zEp=, is a chain sequence for some N. 
LEMMA 2. Let fl,, = $ + E, where 
Then (i) (G’,)~=, is a chain sequence, and 
(ii) if ( g,} p=, is any parameter sequence for (Q, 1, then 
ProoJ Let 
Then o, = 0, 0 < u,, < 1 for n > 1, so if we set 
n + 0, 
g’=2(n+ 1) 
then go = 0, 0 < g, < f (n > I). Now consider the chain sequence 
b,=(l-g-,)g”=:+ 
(n + l)o, - u,-,(n + on) 
4n(n+ 1) . 
Since on = u,- , + 4n ) E,), we have 
a,-,(1 - 0,) 
hr=a+l%l+ 4n(n+ 1) . 
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Thus 6, > a,, so by Wall’s “comparison test” [8, p. 861, (@,,I is a chain . 
sequence. To prove (ii), let 
h,=f+2 f IEn+r.l, 
L’ = I 
CA1 - h”-l)hn~ 
Then {c” } p=, is a chain sequence whose 
4 < h, < 1 (n < 1), and 
parameters satisfy f < h, ,< 1. 
-? h, ... h, 
,&‘, (I-h,)...(l-h,) =03’ 
If ]E,] < a, c, > 0 for n > 1, so Wall’s criterion [8, p. 821 shows that (h,},“=O 
is the maximal parameter sequence. If IE, 1 = a, then c, = 0, so we apply 
Wall’s criterion to (c,+,}~=, and conclude {h,+,},“,O is its maximal 
parameter sequence. Since h, = 1, it again follows that (h,},“O is the 
maximal parameter sequence for (c, } F=, . Finally, we observe that 
c,=f--&,I-(h,_,-~)(h,-~)~$-I&,I~a,. 
Thus by another result of Wall [8, Theorem 19.61, g, < h,. 
First Proof of Theorem 1. For x = f 1, we have 
a,(x) - f = 
A .+I-(x-~n-,)(x--cr,)/4 
(x - a, - ,)(x - a,) * 
Thus there exists an A4 > 0 such that, for all n suffkiently large, 
la,(x)-aI~MI~,+,-S(x-a,-,)(x-a,)1 
~Wk!+, - al+alan+a,-,fa,a,_,l). 
Therefore, Cn la,(x) - f I < co, hence for suffkiently large N, la,, < 1 for 
n > N and 
BY Lemma 2, kq,(~)l~~~+, is a chain sequence; hence, there are at most 
finitely many points of supp(da) outside [-1,-l 1. It now follows [ 3. 
Theorem 1 ] that for x = f 1, 
g,(x) = 1 - 
P h'+n+ ltx) 
n > 0, (4) 
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gives a sequence of parameters for (a,(~)}~~,+, . In terms of the 
corresponding orthonormal polynomials p,(x), (4) can be written 
d+n+ltX) = ’ - &tx) x - aN+n 
Pi+ Lx) g,+,(x) x-aN+.-l * 
According to Lemma 2, we have 
1 -g,(x) > 1 +f,tx) I~Q,+N+I(X)- 11 
’ 
= 
g,, I(X) +L+,(x> 
1 
1 
+ 
1 +f,+,(x) ’ 
where f,(x) = BEEN+, ] a, + .(x) - $ ]. Therefore 
P:+n+lt4 
Pi+ n(x) 
> 1 + 14Q;t$~;x~ II + aN+n-l - a.~+n 
!I+1 x-a.V+,-I 
.+N+,tX)- ‘t taN+,-I -aN+n) 
11 +f”+I(X>l(X--N+n-A . 
Because of (3), it now follows that 
lim inf n 
[ 
P;+*+,(x) _ 1 >(J 
n-m Pi+,(X) 1 ’ . 
Hence by Raabe’s test C pi(x) = co, and this implies a is continuous at x 
151. 
Remark. The least value of N > 0 such that an > -1 for n > N and 
{Q,(-l)~~=N+ 1 is a chain sequence is an upper bound to the number of 
points smaller than -1 in supp(da). A similar remark applies to x = 1. 
Turning to our second proof of Theorem 1, we first establish a simple 
inequality derived from (1). 
LEMMA 3. Assume that the condition (3) is satisfied. Then there exists n, 
such that for N > m > n, the inequality 
I~.dl)l G 3NIp,(l) - P,-,(l)l 
+IP,,-,(I)1 1 +2N 5 
I j=m-1 
holds. 
X 111 (5) 
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Proof: Let n > m > 0. Then from 
P,+,(l) - P,(l) = P,(l) - Pm-,(l) 
+ ’ [Pj+1(1)-2P,(1)+Pj~,(1)l jFm 
we obtain 
Pk+,(1)-Pm-,(1)=(k-m+2)[p,(l)-p,-,(l)l 
+ 5 tk-j+ 1)[Pj+*(1)-2pi(1)+Pj-,(1)l j=m 
for k > m > 0. By the recurrence relation 
Pj+l(l)= +1 -aj)pj(l)--j+;l;-l p,-,(l). 
J J 
Hence 
Pk+L(1)-Pm-,(l)=(k-m+2)[p,(l)-p,-,(l)l 
+ irn /(k-j+ 1) [y(l-a,)-2J 
+(k-j) (1-y) 1 Pj(l)q 
that is, 
+ 5 j(k-j+ 1) y (1 -ai)- 
j=m J 1 
+ (k-j) (1 -y) 1 [Pj(l)-Pm-,(l)] 
+ (k-m+ 1) 
[ ( 
l-Y'"t;;m-l 
m  1 
1 
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Consequently, for k 2 m > 0 the inequality 
IPk+l(l) - Pm-I(l)I 
k+l 
GIPm(l) - Pm-,(l)l 
++j 
jPm [I 
y- (1 - aJ - 2 ( 
3 
+ II%-,(l)l -Y j=';;;'- * [I 
91-aj)-2 + l- (6) 
J 
) ) yl] 
holds. By (3) there exists n, such that 
\4: j Yjtl 
jZ, [I 
-(l -ai)- 
yj 
Let N > m be given and suppose that m > n,. Using (6) we otain 
max lPk(l) - P,-,(l)1 
m<k<N k 
+wP,4u)l + max IPj(l)-Pm-*(l)1 
m<j<N j 
X G j 
j=Z+ 1 [I 
+1+2 + l- 
I j 1 ylJ 
+ I&-,U)l f 
j=m-1 [I +(lGj)-2 + l- J j  1 ylJ 
<+lp,(l)-pm-,(l)l+-!-- max lPjU> - P/i-I(l)I 
2 m<j<N j 
+ IPm-,(ll F7 j=,- L [I 
F(l-,)-2 
J 
Hence for N > m > n, 
lPN(1) - A-,(l)l 
N G 3 IPm(l)- Pm-I(l)I + 2 I&-,(l)l 
x ?- 
j=%- 1 [I 
~(1-aj)-2 + l- 
J 
( / yiJ 
which implies (5). 
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THEOREM 4. Let (3) be satisfied. Then there exist two real numbers A 
andBsuchthatJAJ+jBJ>Oand 
lirn P,(l) 1 
---= 
n-00 nA + B 
Proof. We have 
P,+,(l)-p,(l)= e [I%+,(l)- 2P,(l) + P/?,(l)1 + PO(l). 
k=O 
Thus by the recurrence formula 
P,+,(l)-P,(l)= 
n-l 
+v 
,TO 
Y(l -aj)-2 
J 
By Lemma 3 
Hence by (7) 
lim [p,+,(l) - ~,(l)l =A < ~0 n-al 
exists. If A # 0 then, since 
p,(l)= 
n+l & j. b,(l)- Pk-l(‘)l, 
we obtain 
lim p,(l)/An = 1. 
n-cc 
If A = 0, then 
PO(l)+ f 
I[ 
y (1-aj)-2 + l- 
j=O J 
] ( y) 1 Pj(l)=o 
and by (7) 
P,+,(l)-Pp,(l)=- 1 -yyP.(l) 
n+t 
- $ Yj+l 
j=Y+ I IL 
--$l-aj)--2 + l- 
J 
] ( y) 1 Pj(l). 
640/35/4-6 
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Now let n, be defined by Lemma 3 and let n > n,. Then we get 
IL%+,(l)- P,(ll 
Let n, > n, be such that 
x 
1.i 
j=n, !I 
For n > n, we obtain 
II y (1 - czk) - 2 I I + l-z!+& .Yk+l Ii 
have no common zero, Since two consecutive orthogonal polynomials 
p,(l)#O for n>n,. Hence 
F- l _ Pn+1(1) 
n=n, P,(l) 
Therefore 
m P,+,(l) 
rI n=n, P,(l) 
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converges, which is equivalent to the existence of 
lim p,(l)=B, 
n-cc 
where O#B < co. 
Second Proof of Theorem 1. By Theorem 4 
-e pi(l)= co. 
kz0 
Therefore by a classical result from the theory of moment problems [5] a 
must be continuous at 1. Now we will show that supp(da) n (1, co) is finite 
which means that a has no more than a finite number of jumps in (1, co). It 
follows from Theorem 4 that there exists N such that for every n > N 
sign p,( 1) = sign p,W( 1) # 0. 
Let Z, denote the number of zeros xkn of p,(x) in (1, co). Since the zeros of 
pk(x) separate the zeros of p,+,(x) and the leading coefficient of p,(x) is 
positive for every n we obtain 
for n > N. Furthermore, for every x E supp(da) one can choose a sequence 
(k,) such that 1 < k, < n and 
lim xknqn = x. 
n-137 
Hence supp(da) n (1, co) contains Z, < N points. Finally, applying what 
has just been proved to a*(x) = -a(-x) we get that a is continuous at -1 
and it has at most a finite number of jumps in (-co, -1). 
In Lemma 2 it was shown that a sufficient condition for {a,} to be a chain 
sequence is 
On the other hand, if a, > a, a necessary condition is 
[4]. The constant i can be improved. 
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THEOREM 5. If {a,,] is a chain sequence such that a, > $ then 
+ (a,-:)<+. 
kc1 
Proof: Leta,=(l-mk_,)mkwithm,=OandO~mk< l.Sincea,a$, 
0 < mk < d for k = 1, 2,... [8]. We have 
+ ak= 6 m,(l-m,_,) 
k:l k:l 
= k$, if +  (mk-+)l[f-(mk-l-i)l 
n 
= z [$ + $(mk - mk- I ) - tmk - #mk-l - f)h 
k=l 
Therefore 
e (ak - a) = m,/2 - + (mk - +)(m& I - f) < m,,/i? < $. 
k=l k:l 
It can easily be seen from the proof that 
+ [a,-$]=+ 
ky, . 
for n = 1, 2,... if and only if a, = + and ak = i for k = 2, 3 ,.... Hence the 
constant f cannot be improved. The sequence $, i, i, a,... is not a chain 
sequence so the condition in Theorem 5 is not sufftcient for {a,,} to be a 
chain sequence. 
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